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ABSTRACT
Eddy Current Testing (ECT) is a Non Destructive technique widely used in many industrial application fields in which it is very important
to detect the presence of thin defects (generally called cracks) in conductive materials. Features of this technique are the cost‐
effective implementation and the kind of retrieved measured data that make possible to estimate the geometrical characteristics of a
crack as position, length, width and depth. The analysis of these characteristics allows the user to accept or discard realized
components then improving the production chain. To accomplish for this task some aspects have to be taken into account during the
measurement process. They mainly concern the realization of suitable measurement setup and post processing stages. As far as the
measurement setup is concerned, crucial aspects are the choice of measurement and excitation devices. The choice of optimized
excitation devices and strategies is of interest for research on Non Destructive ECT (ND‐ECT): together with common aspects as the
amplitude and the frequency of the exciting signal, the attention has been paid to issues as the type of signal to be adopted. In
particular it has been found as the use of complex excitation signals, meant as signals different from the sinusoidal ones and with wide
frequency content, might raise eddy current responses trying to support the measurement, detection and characterization stages
when “difficult cases” are explored (i.e. very small and/or annealed cracks). In this paper the authors propose an experimental
comparison of different excitation signals designed to improve the quality of experimental data when difficult cases are experienced
and, consequently, to obtain a more reliable extraction of defects geometrical features.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are many techniques for the non-destructive
inspection of conductive materials. Those based on the use
of Eddy Current Testing (ECT) are probably the most
widespread [1]. Key points of this kind of techniques are
the relative low cost, the simple physical principle and
hardware realization of the testing set-up.
Even if the physical principle that lies upstream of the
ECT technique is very simple, its use for crack
characterization purpose (i.e. evaluation of the geometric
characteristics of the cracks) rather than for the only crack
detection is a key issue in literature. In fact, many aspects
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have to be taken into account and suitably optimized
during the overall measurement process. They mainly
concern the realization of suitable measurement setup and
post processing stages.
With respect to the measurement setup, the choice and
the performance of measurement and excitation devices are
of utmost importance. As for the former aspect, in the last
years the literature have deeply explored physical principles
and manufacturing techniques with the aim of realizing
very good eddy current sensors and probes. Technologies as
those based on coils, fluxgate, fluxset, Giant Magneto
Resistance (GMR), hall effect and so on, have been analysed
and adopted to realize ECT instruments.
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Figure 1. Example of a multisine signal composed by 10 sinusoidal tones
with (red line) and without (black line) the phase optimization.

As far as the latter aspect is concerned, recent studies are
involved in finding excitation solutions able to promote the
measurement process. In this scenario, a key ingredient of
the measurement process is the choice of signal type,
frequency and amplitude to be adopted in the excitation
stage. The criticality consists in finding excitation signals
capable of causing sufficient amplitudes of eddy currents
both for defects present on the surface of the material and
for defects included in the material [2].
It is here reminded that the depth of eddy current is
determined by the exciting frequency in such a way that the
lower frequencies penetrate deeper than the higher ones,
but, at the same stages, the lower the frequency the lower
the amplitude of the reaction signal at the measurement
probe. Suitable excitation signals are therefore required in
order to achieve a compromise between the need of
discover and characterize sub superficial defects and the
need of obtaining good signal to noise ratio and
repeatability of the measurement signals. In force of these
considerations, the actual research on ECT is considering
excitation signals containing wideband spectrums instead of
the sinusoidal ones. To this aim some emerging techniques
based on the use of multi-frequency, pulsed, chirp, and
pseudo-noise signals, to cite a few, are proposed in literature
as alternatives to traditional ECT signals in order to,
primarily, improve the sensitivity of defect detection in
some particular application field, and especially for small
cracks, embedded deep in layered components [2-13]. Each
one of these considered excitation signals present
advantages and disadvantages that prevent the election of an
absolute best excitation signal. The authors have engaged
this field proposing probes, measurement methods and
excitation strategies to optimize the defect characterization
by ECT methods [2], [5], [6], [13], [14]. In this paper they
present the extension of previous experimental studies [15]
aimed in comparing two different excitation strategies
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Figure 2. Time a) and frequency b) behavior of a linear chirp.

(multi-tone signal with optimized crest-factor and linear
chirp) for the assessment of the above-mentioned
characteristics of thin cracks in conductive materials.
Although the two approaches are quite similar, there are
some differences that make of interest to establish which
technique provides better performances. In particular,
while Chirp assures a higher information content than
multi-tone, for both the continuous frequency range of
excitation and the possibility to reconstruct also the
impulse response, the multi-tone signal reduces significantly
the complexity of data processing and also concentrates the
energy in a discrete number of frequencies then assuring a
high SNR for these values. At the same time the chirp
signal, similarly to the Pulsed Eddy Current, allows the
excitation of very low frequencies also for short signal
duration.
In particular, the paper proposes an experimental
approach based on the definition and analysis of a suitable
figure of merit related to the detection capability.
Differently from previous works in the same topic [16]
where different techniques were analyzed on the basis of
the results of single measurements, here the comparison of
the excitation performances is made by analyzing the
images of the samples produced by various image formation
procedures.
The final aim of the proposed study is toward the
realization of a FPGA-based smart ECT measurement
instrument able to automatically find the best excitation
strategy depending on the defect characteristics.
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Some ECT excitation strategies are experimentally
analyzed and compared in this paper. They concern the use
of multi-frequency and chirp signals.

1 mm

A multi-frequency signal is realized combining some
sinusoidal tones in order to excite the desired frequency
components with the desired amplitudes. The general
formulation of a multi-sine signal I(t) is given hereafter (see
equation 1).

l = 8 mm

NS

I  t   I k  sin(2 f k t   k )

GMR probe

(1)

x

k 1

where Ns is the number of considered sinusoids, Ik is the
amplitude of the k-th sinusoid, fk and k are, respectively,
the frequency and the phase of the k-th sinusoid,  is the pi
Greek constant, and t is the time.
With a proper choice of k,
k (k  1)
NS

(2)

the resulting excitation exhibits a quite constant envelope,
which is desirable for optimizing the power delivered to the
exciting probe [17]. Figure 1 shows an example of a multifrequency signal composed by 10 tones up to 10 kHz and
with equal amplitudes, highlighting the effect of the phase
optimization on the maximum values of the obtained
signal. In addition, it is evident that the higher the number
of tones the better the information retrieved from the eddy
currents on the specimen. On the other hand, the higher
the number of tones, the higher the total root mean square
value of the generated signal. If this value is too high
problems related to the excitation coil heating and the
power supply dimensioning arise. For these reasons,
generally, a finite number of tones is suitably chosen.
Useful considerations concerning the relationships between
the adopted frequencies and the specimen depth might
drive the choice of tones number, frequencies and
amplitudes.
2.2. Chirp Signal

Aforementioned, by tuning the amplitudes Ik and the
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Figure 3. Example of the orthogonal scan for a specimen with sub
superficial crack.

phases k, multi-tone signals can be generated in order to
follow an arbitrary power spectrum while minimizing the
peak factor. In the case of NS different harmonically related
frequencies with constant power for each tone, the phases
k are derived from the continuous phase function of linear
frequency modulated signals, i.e. from a Linear Chirp signal
[17].
The Linear Chirp signal, also known as Sweep signal or
Swept-frequency signals, is one of the most used waveform
in pulse compression applications such as radar, sonar,
spread-spectrum communications, etc. and it is described by
the general expression:

s(t )  α(t )  sin( (t ))

(3)

where (t )  2π ( f1t 

f 2 - f1
2T

2

t ) is a quadratic phase term

ensuring a linear sweep of the so called instantaneous
f -f
fi (t )  21π ddt  f1  2T 1 t and α(t ) is a
frequency,
windowing function that is not-vanishing only in the
interval tÎ[0,T] where T is the signal duration. The concept
of the instantaneous frequency is related to the spectrogram
of the chirp signal and indeed on its power spectrum on
short time intervals; f1 and f2 represent the initial and the
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Figure 4. Main characteristics of the adopted GMR sensor (a), and behavior of the unipolar input output characteristic (b). Measurement conditions: T=22.5
°C, power supply 5 V DC.
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Figure 5. The developed measurement station (a), and a photo that highlights the precision moving system (b).

final frequency values of the sweep. If f1<f2 the Chirp is
named “up-chirp” otherwise, for f1>f2, it is called “downchirp”. Inside the frequency range covered by the
instantaneous frequency, i.e. fÎ[f1 ,f 2 ] for an “up-chirp”, the
energy spectrum depends on the shape of α(t) that in the
present case was chosen rectangular, i.e. α(t)=θ(t)-θ(t-T) , in
order to ensure a constant envelope and an almost flat
power spectrum in the frequency interval.
More generally, α(t ) can be used to modulate the
amplitude of s(t) and, due to the characteristic of the linear
chirp, also the power spectrum. Figure 2a) shows the time
behavior of a linear chirp while Figure 2b) shows the
frequency variation over time.
By replacing the multi-tone signal with a chirp one, a
continuous frequency range can be excited providing
potentially a better resolution in evaluating the more
sensitive inspection frequency for a given defect.
Nevertheless, also the number of tones can be increased in
the multi-tone signal to guarantee the wanted resolution so
that the main advantage of the chirp excitation actually
does not lie in its continuous frequency range of excitation
but indeed is represented by the possibility to characterize
contextually the time- and the frequency-domain response
of the sample. In particular, besides of reconstructing the
transfer function H() in the frequency range of interest,
the impulse response h(t) of the sample can be retrieved by
using a pulse-compression procedure. Since it was found
that time- and frequency- analysis can provide
complementary information about defects and moreover
they are differently affected by the possible noise sources
(environmental, lift-off variation, etc), the contextual
analysis can improve the defect detection capability.
3. THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
In the following details about the adopted ECT probe
together with a description of the measurement setup are
given. The ECT probe is based on the use of a GMR sensor
provided by NVE [18] and arranged in a Wheatstone bridge
configuration [14], [19], [20].
Figure 3 shows a photo of the realized probe together
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with an example of the followed scan path for a subsuperficial crack with a depth of 1 mm, a height of 1 mm
and a length of 8 mm. It is possible to highlight the
presence of the GMR sensor in the lower part of the probe
and the presence of the excitation coil in the upper part of
the probe.
Figure 4a) shows the main features of the used GMR
sensor while Figure 4b) shows its unipolar input/output
characteristic.
The sensor has been arranged in the measurement setup
sketched in Figure 5. It can be divided into generation and
measurement sections. The generation section comprises
the 20-20 KepkoTM Bipolar Operational Amplifier (AMP)
driven by a frequency generator (GEN) and the exciting
coil. The measurement section comprises: (i) the AgilentTM
34401A digital multimeter (MULT1) that measures both
the AC and DC currents flowing in the exciting coil; (ii)
the Analog DevicesTM AD620 instrumentation amplifier,
with a fixed gain equal to 10, whose output is measured by
the AgilentTM 34401A digital multimeter (MULT2) that
allows AC and DC voltage output of the sensor to be
measured; (iii) a data acquisition system (DATA ACQ)
based on the National InstrumentsTM NI USB 6212 allows
the data digitalization and storage for the post-processing
stage; (iv) a KeithleyTM 2700 digital multimeter (MULT3),
fed by a K-type thermocouple, that monitors the GMR
temperature. The whole measurement station is driven
through a personal computer (PC) running an automation
software written in the LabView™ 7.1 environment. This
software is able to generate the numerical multi-sine and
chirp signals, to load the signals on the function generator
and to acquire data from all the measurement devices
present in the setup. Finally, a precision moving system
moves the probe on the specimen following the selected
path with a mean precision of 0.1 mm. In particular, the
data are collected on a regular grid of points of 31 × 41 mm
with a scanning step of 1 mm.
All the experimental tests have been carried out on
specimens with known defects. All the specimens are plates
realized in 2024-T3 aluminum alloy. They are square plates
characterized by a length 20 cm and thicknesses equal to 2
mm. The thin defect is located at the center of each plate.
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Figure 6. (a) Normalized image for the multi‐frequency stimulus at the
exciting frequency of 7 kHz; (b) map, in the three‐dimensional space, of the
image sketched in (a); (c) effect of the band pass filtering procedure on the
image sketched in (a), and (d) map, in the three‐dimensional space, of the
filtered image.

Each defect has a width equal to 0.1 mm. Details on each
specimen are reported in Table I. A total of 5 specimens
have been analyzed.
4. RESULTS
Different post-processing algorithms have been applied
to both the multi-sine and chirp signals. In the following
the adopted processing is described in detail.
4.1. Post processing for the multi‐frequency signals

The voltage proportional to the reaction magnetic field
acquired by the ECT probe has to be processed in order to
extract the material response to the multi-frequency
stimulus. A Goertzel based algorithm has been developed to
estimate the field amplitude and phase values for each
frequency component of the acquired signal. In this way an
electromagnetic response of the material at different
frequencies is obtained.
For each frequency {fα ,αÎ[1,10]} a 2D image that
visualizes for each point {(x,y):xÎ[1,41],yÎ[1,31]} the
amplitude of the “normalized” transfer function
ˆ ,x,y)|=|H(f ,x,y) H(f ,1,1)| is formed.
|H(f
α
α
α
A normalization procedure is made with respect to the
transfer function measured on a healthy point of the sample
Table 1. Geometrical characteristics of the adopted specimen; each crack
has a width equal to 0.1 mm.
Crack
characteristics
Length [mm]
Height [mm]
Depth [mm]
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Figure 7. Normalized image for the chirp stimulus by applying the IM_CH_T
(a) and IM_CH_F (b) processing for the sample #4 after the application of
the filtering procedure.

(in this case the first scanned point). For each sample
Ns=10 images are then obtained, henceforth labelled as
IM_MTkHz. A 2D band pass filter acting as noise
smoothing in the region of interest is applied to reduce the
effect of the environmental noise, thermal drifts in
components and lift-off variation. It is worth noting that
for small inner defects, the noise can be comparable with
the signal and worsening the SNR of the data and of the
images.
For example considering the Sample #4 and the exciting
frequency of 7 kHz, figure 6 shows the effect of a filtering
procedure. It is possible to highlight as the filter reduces the
effect the low frequency variations of the image intensity as
well as high frequency components corresponding to the
effect of AWGN. It can be noted that the defect is more
visible after the filtering process.
4.2. Post processing for the chirp signals

To extract the data of interest from the acquired chirp
signal, different strategies can be implemented. The authors
have explored three different strategies typically adopted in
processing chirp signals that are described in the following.
i) For each point (x,y), the modulus of the “normalized”
transfer function

Ĥ(f , x, y) = H(f , x, y) H(f ,1,1)

is

calculated and subdivided in Ns=10 adjacent frequency
regions each of them centered at the tone f α with
α Î [1,10] . Then, similarly to the multitone case, for
each sample Ns =10 images are obtained, henceforth
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labelled as IM_CH_kH. For all the considered
images pixels correspond to the maximum of the
normalized transfer function in the th bin:
IM_CH_ α kHz(x, y)  ...
(4)
ˆ , x, y) |, f  [αkHz  , αkHz   ]}
...max {| H(f
f

In this case 2= 1 kHz is the bin width.
ii) For each point (x,y) the “normalized” impulse
response ĥ(t, x, y) = h(t, x, y) - h(t,1,1) is calculated by
applying pulse compression. The image IM_CH_T is
then formed by taking for each point the maximum of
the impulse response:
ˆ x, y)}
(5)
IM _ CH _ T(x, y) = max {h(t,
t

iii) For

each

point (x,y) the Chirp-Z-Transform
ˆ x, y)] of the “normalized” output
D̂(f , x, y) = CZT[d(t,
signal is calculated between f Î [0.5kHz,10.5kHz] and
then the image IM_CH_F is formed by taking for
each point the maximum of the Chirp-Z-Transform:
ˆ , x, y)]}
(6)
IM _ CH _ F(x, y) = max {D(f
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While IM_CH_T and IM_CH_F are characteristic for
the chirp since they exploit the continuous range of
excitation frequencies, the IM_CH_ f images deliberately
resemble those derived by multi-tone signals in order to
perform a more reliable comparison. Figure 7 shows the
results of the ii) and iii) processing for the sample #4 after
the application of the filtering procedure.
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Figure 8. The selected figure of merit. The region of interest (a), and
meaning of the IM and IM parameters (b).

4.3. Selection of the figure of merit

4.4. Results and comments

Since the various obtained images exhibit different scales,
depending on the various image formation algorithms, in
order to fair evaluate and compare them, a scale-free figure
of merit was defined and introduced. It is based on an
intuitive notion of “defect image quality”.
Precisely, for each image “IM”, a SNR value was defined
as:
max{IM } - mean{IM  } μ IM
=
SNR(IM) =
(7)
std{IM  }
σ IM

Tests were carried out on the five samples described in
section III. Table 2 shows the obtained results, in terms of
comparison of different excitation strategies and different
processing solutions, by using the selected figure of merit
(SNR(IM)). Some considerations can be made: a) the value
of SNR depends on the values of length, depth and height
of the crack; b) the higher the crack height the higher the
SNR values whatever the type of processing and defect
length. This can be highlighted looking at rows of samples
#2 and #5; c) the type of chirp processing strongly affects
the SNR and it is not possible to identify a processing that
is always the best; d) fixing both the crack height and
depth, the chirp excitation signal seems to be more
promising when short cracks (low values of length) are
considered while multi-tone obtains better performance in
the case of long cracks (look at rows of samples #2 and #5).

where IM  and IM  are complementary parts of the image
containing and not containing the defect respectively.
In can be highlighted that the higher the SNR value, the
clearer the effect of the defect presence on the probe
response and the higher the possibility to detect it.
A graphic explanation of the proposed figure of merit is
reported in Figure 8.
Table 2. Results obtained for the selected figure of merit.

SAMPLE
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
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Multi-tone
10
120
52
7
71

Chirp with method i)
12
104
65
11
63

SNR(IM)
Chirp with method ii)
13
123
57
8
70

Chirp with method iii)
12
102
52
8
64
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presented a preliminary experimental
comparison between two of the most adopted complex
excitation signals for Non Destructive Eddy Current
Testing (ND-ECT). Tests were carried out on a reliable
measurement setup and on specimens with reference cracks
representing very difficult cases (short and annealed cracks).
The introduction of a suitable figure of merit allowed a
preliminary quantitative comparison to be carried out. As
expected it has been demonstrated that it is not possible to
identify an excitation signal that is always the best. In
particular, different behaviors between multi-tone and chirp
excitation signals are related to the geometrical dimensions
of the crack. In addition, as for the chirp signal, also the
processing strategy might lead to very different results.
Future work will concern the introduction of further
figures of merit and analyses able to strictly relate the
choice of the best excitation strategy with the crack
characteristics. Extending the comparison to other complex
signals, the final aim is to realize an ND-ECT instrument
with an auto selection capability of the best excitation
method able to improve the crack detection and
geometrical characterization.
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